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Removing guesswork from workout regimens, the programs in this guidebook are not only

clearly explained and easy-to-follow, they are proven to be effective at burning more calories

and body fat to achieve a firm, healthy, strong body. Designed specifically for women, this

resource introduces to many different styles of working out—from barbells and dumbbells to

machines and elastic bands—to maximize the effectiveness of each workout and to ensure

there is never any boredom with the routines. Also included are complete meal plans, designed

by some of the countries best nutritionists, which feature a collection of recipes that are both

healthy and delicious.

About the AuthorMuscle & Fitness Hers is bodybuilding magazine that offers professional

exercise and nutritional tips for women.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.
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C. Williams, “Great book!. Great book, great plans, I feel great and I saw changes in my body

and I feel stronger BUT the book has so many typos! That's the only problem with the book.

Otherwise I would have rated it 5 stars.  :)”

Beverly, “Nice variety of plans. I've been looking for different weight lifting routines to follow.

This gives me plenty of options so I don't stall in my progress .”

Ebook TopsReader, “I enjoyed reading this.. Has different ways to work out, diet plan(s), and

illustrations. It's a great reference book. Wish it had a bit more, but it was a great starter book.”

K.H., “Body-Sculpting Workouts&Nutrition Plan:For Women(101Workouts)..Muscle&Fitness

Hers. It was very good Material to learn from to get a good workout and to build muscles.This

book teaches you how to use the Equipment Correctly and how to have a Good form

duringYour workout.”

Vicki, “Excellent Book. This book is great. So many different workout's and food recipes.Pair

this with the older version green cover and you have a years worth of workouts.”

Jeina Winters, “LOVE IT!. Gives you a bunch of workout ideas! I love it. I take it to the gym

and do the routines in here so I don't have to come up with my own. I like how they so many

differnet routines you never get bored.”

Elle, “Love it.. I love all their books, they guide you step by step so u don't feel like an idiot at

the gym. I love the 21 workouts!”

S. D. S., “Exactly what I was looking for. I liked this book for the same reasons the other

reviewers disliked it: it's a list of workouts with different focuses and aims that I can use at my

gym. Most books are homebased and only talk about dumbbell routines. I wanted something

that gave me a list of exercises that complemented each other, suggestions for how much time

each group of exercises would take, and advice on how many times a week or number of

actual weeks to follow each routine. So, I'm perfectly happy.”



Gregory F. Downes, “GREAT BOOK A MUST FOR ANY WOMEN STUDYING THERE DIET ....

GREAT BOOK A MUST FOR ANY WOMEN STUDYING THERE DIET AND GOING TO THE

GYM WOULD BUY ANY OF THE MUSLE AND FITNESS BOOKS”

beatriz, “Four Stars. Really cool”

CJJB, “Great descriptions and pictures. Need ideas and a new push? This book is great, even

for people with experience in the gym. Lots of great ideas and new twists on the old. Well

worth it!”

cristina longo, “Great book. Great book if you want to plan your own work-out routine without

spending alot of money on a trainer. The book offers alot of different excercises and programs,

depending on areas of the body one wants to target.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 66 people have provided feedback.
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